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A B S T R A C T   

Degradation of polymer blends occurs by the constituent phases undergoing distinct chemical changes that 
depend on their unique chemical structures. This makes predicting and establishing a structure-property rela-
tionship for each phase necessary as well as challenging. In this work, the molecular and physical changes 
occurring in sulfur-cross-linked natural rubber (NR), styrene− butadiene rubber (SBR), and their 50/50 blend 
subjected to accelerated weathering are analyzed by 1H nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy, 
Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy, atomic-force microscopy (AFM), and dynamic mechanical 
thermal analysis (DMTA). NMR transverse relaxation time (T2) studies suggest the formation of rigid components 
due to weathering. FTIR and AFM reveal that this is related to the formation of a stiff surface due to chemical 
modifications, which shows up as an additional thermal transition in the DMTA curves. Low-field double- 
quantum (DQ) NMR studies of the cross-link density, by the residual dipolar coupling constant (Dres), of SBR 
show a continuous increase in its cross-link density over the weathering duration (988 h). In contrast, NR exhibits 
dominant chain scission reactions resulting in defects, with both materials demonstrating the formation of 
different chain lengths. During the first 168 h, NR also undergoes modification of sulfur bond lengths, which is 
also observed in the blend. The blend largely follows an intermediate trend of cross-link densities compared to 
the two polymers but shows signs of lesser chain modifications than a weighted average of the two polymers. 
This is confirmed by phase-resolved DQ magic-angle spinning (MAS) NMR experiments whereby the peak- 
specific Dres of the blend was measured to be less modified than that of the individual vulcanizates, thus 
proving that the blend is more resistant to weathering than its constituent elastomers.   

1. Introduction 

In a natural setting, chemical and physical changes of polymeric 
materials occur due to various environmental stresses like heat, hu-
midity, solar radiation (UV), atmosphere, etc., in a process referred to as 
weathering [1]. These detrimental factors eventually cause an early 
failure due to cracking, surface erosion, loss of flexibility, change in 
color, and breakdown of the chains. In elastomers, the unsaturated 
bonds are especially prone to these attacks. The susceptibility of aro-
matic rings to UV has been known, too [2]. The temperature depen-
dence, characterized by an Arrhenius or slightly non-Arrhenius 
behavior, yields activation energy (Ea) of photodegradation values 

around 12–20 kJ/mol for aromatic thermoplastics [3] and 27–50 
kJ/mol for aliphatic thermoplastics. As much as the extent of weathering 
a polymer can undergo depends on its chemical structure, the constit-
uent additives present in a polymer composition and the associated 
thermal history of the polymer system regulate its longevity [1]. 

The micro- and macrostructural integrity of cross-linked elastomers 
are directly linked to the density of cross-linking. Generally, a contin-
uous rise in elastic recovery and stiffness is obtained with increasing 
cross-link density. Properties like tensile and tear strength, toughness, 
and resistance to fatigue increase up to a particular loading of the cross- 
linker and reduce gradually thereafter. Studying the network density 
becomes all the more necessary but tricky when dealing with 
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technologically and commercially viable polymer systems like elastomer 
blends. In elastomer blends, differences in the phase-specific cross-link 
densities can occur by a preferential distribution of the cross-linker in 
either polymer phase, where migration of the cross-linker across the 
interfaces can occur. Apart from the extent of reactivity between a 
curative and an elastomer phase, blend properties such as polymer 
component ratio, viscosities of the constituent polymers, etc., as well as 
the mixing procedure, dictate the migration of the additives [4–7]. In 
blends with phases having largely different curing rates, depletion of 
cross-linker due to its uptake in the phase with the higher curing rate can 
induce migration of cross-linker from the other phase, thus depriving the 
other phase. This results in a cure imbalance and expectedly large dif-
ferences in the performance of the blend phases and the blend itself. 
Processes like weathering intensify these differences. All these factors 
warrant a phase-specific elucidation of cross-link densities for estab-
lishing structure–property relationships, and for product development. 

The conventional methods of evaluating cross-link density of elas-
tomers by tensile testing (using the Mooney-Rivlin phenomenological 
equation) [8,9], equilibrium swelling (using the Flory-Rehner equation) 
[10], and rheology [11] are limited in their applicability when the 
system involves an elastomer blend. The use of atomic force microscopy 
(AFM) has also been reported [12] but it lacks a quantitative assessment 
of the cross-link density. 

Perhaps the most important technique for the elucidation of struc-
ture and chain dynamics in polymers is nuclear magnetic resonance 
(NMR) spectroscopy, which has thus been employed for cross-link 
density measurements in blends. Early phase-resolved studies using 
NMR involved the measurement of proton line-widths in solvent- 
swollen blend specimens [13–16]. This approach is qualitative at best, 
as discussed in recent work by this group [17], in which use of a 
quantitative alternative was made, as explained below. Using a more 
direct method, proof of curative migration due to diffusion and solubi-
lity in natural rubber and polybutadiene blends has been demonstrated 
by Klei and Koenig by NMR imaging based upon a Carr-Purcell spin-echo 
pulse sequence with a gradient magnetic field [18]. The curatives had a 
higher solubility in polybutadiene and thus resulted in a heterogeneous 
network. 

Cross-link densities in dynamically cured thermoplastic vulcanizates 
of polypropylene and ethylene–propylene–diene rubber (EPDM) were 
studied by analyzing the line broadening in single 90◦ pulse 1H magic- 
angle spinning (MAS) experiments [19]. In a similar system, qualita-
tive assessments of the cross-link density were made by using different 
models along with cross-polarization (CP) curves obtained from 1H–13C 
CP-MAS experiments [20]. 

In all these latter approaches, the measured results depend upon the 
through-space orientation-dependent 1H–1H (or 1H–13C) dipole–dipole 
interaction, which reports on the cross-link density specifically. In a 
polymer, the spins exhibit a residual dipolar coupling (Dres) due to the 
presence of constraints like entanglements, cross-links, crystallites, etc. 
that cause incomplete averaging of segmental motions. Dres of protons 
measured under low-resolution conditions has been long used as a 
measure of cross-link density [21–23], and is connected to the dynamic 
order parameter (Sb) of the polymer backbone as: 

Sb =
Dres

Dref
=

3
5N

∝
1

Mc
(1) 

Dref is polymer-specific coupling whose values for a variety of sys-
tems have been reported [24,25], and takes pre-averaging due to fast 
chain modes within a Kuhn segment into consideration. The equation is 
a measure of the average molecular weight (Mc, in units of mol/kg) of 
chains in terms of the number of segments (N) between cross-links or 
other topological constraints. Through the measurement of Dres via a 
multiple-quantum (MQ) pulse sequence [26], based on the pulse 
sequence of Baum and Pines [27], this approach has been applied for the 
measurement of cross-link density and its distribution in complex ma-
terials like polyisoprene/polybutadiene (IR/BR) blends [28] and natural 

rubber/styrene–butadiene rubber (NR/SBR) blends [29]. Though 
quantitative, a complete distinction of phase-specific cross-link densities 
could not be established for these systems as the components were made 
of similar dipolar couplings. This method has also been extended to 
elastomer/plastic blends of EPDM and ultralow-density polyethylene 
(ULDPE) blends [30], where a spin–spin relaxation time (T2) filter was 
used to suppress the signals arising from crystalline and crystal-
line–amorphous interface fractions of the ULDPE phase and to obtain 
cross-link density of the EPDM phase. 

In our recent paper [17], a 1H NMR methodology to quantitatively 
measure the cross-linked density in the individual phases of NR/SBR 
blends subjected to thermo-oxidative aging was demonstrated. 
Phase-distinction was achieved by spinning the sample at the 
magic-angle and using a homonuclear double-quantum (DQ) dipolar 
recoupling pulse sequence [31]. 

In the present paper, the role of artificial weathering in the dissimilar 
aging of NR and SBR phases in their blend is addressed. NR and SBR 
react differently to oxygen and ozone. SBR itself is composed of 
randomly bonded aromatic and aliphatic segments. Brown et al. have 
conducted extensive studies by thermo-oxidative aging and weathering, 
which show different effects with respect to the aging of NR and SBR in 
the blend [32,33]. During weathering the high energy UV radiation has 
been recognized to promote various reactions [34]. Thus, due to their 
markedly different characteristics, one may expect unique changes in 
the blend phases that could lead to a distribution of cross-link densities. 

The cross-link densities in NR, SBR, and their blend subjected to 
prolonged weathering are first investigated by a 1H low-field MQ NMR 
spectroscopy based on the robust pulse sequence introduced earlier. The 
evolution of cross-link densities of NR and SBR within the blends at 
different intervals of weathering is quantified through phase-specific 
studies by 1H DQ MAS NMR spectroscopy using the BaBa-xy16 pulse 
sequence [31]. The formation of highly constrained fractions due to 
weathering is evaluated by free induction decay (FID) combined with 
magic-sandwich echo (MSE)–FID and Hahn-echo T2 relaxometry, which 
is suitable to quantify solid-like components with dipolar couplings too 
strong for the above-mentioned technique. Further, the changes in the 
materials are chemically investigated by Fourier-transform infrared 
(FTIR) spectroscopy. Lastly, to get a physical perspective, dynamic 
mechanical thermal analysis (DMTA) and atomic force microscopy 
(AFM) are employed for probing the macroscopic and microscopic 
moduli, respectively. 

2. Experimental section 

2.1. Sample preparation 

2.1.1. Materials 
Compounds of NR, SBR, and NR/SBR blend (50/50 ratio by parts per 

hundred rubber, phr) were prepared using the composition reported in a 
previous work [17]. Solution-polymerized styrene− butadiene rubber 
(grade SPRINTAN SLR 4602-Schkopau, Tg = − 25 ◦C) was supplied by 
Trinseo Deutschland GmbH (now Synthos Schkopau GmbH, Schkopau, 
Germany). This is composed of 21.1 % styrene and 62.1 % of the vinyl 
copolymer 1,2-polybutadiene. Thus, 1,4-polybutadiene constitutes 16.8 
% of the rubber. Natural rubber (grade SMR10, Tg = − 60 ◦C) was sup-
plied by Weber and Schaer GmbH & Co. KG (Hamburg, Germany). NR 
was masticated by 10 passes over a two-roll mill before use in 
formulations. 

The three compounds were formulated based on a conventional 
vulcanization system consisting of 2.5 phr sulfur (Carl Roth GmbH, 
Germany) and 1.5 phr n-cyclohexyl-2-benzothiazole sulfenamide (CBS) 
accelerator (TCI Deutschland GmbH, Germany), along with 1 phr stearic 
acid (Carl Roth GmbH, Germany) and 3 phr zinc oxide (Carl Roth GmbH, 
Germany) activators. The raw materials were mixed for 10 min at 50 ◦C 
and a rotor speed of 50 rpm in a Haake Rheomix 600p (Thermo Scien-
tific, Germany) lab-scale internal mixer to a fill factor of 0.7. The mixed 
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compounds were cross-linked into 2 mm thick plates on a hydraulic 
press based on their 90 % curing times (t90) of 4, 8, and 22 min for NR, 
SBR, and the blend, respectively, obtained according to DIN 53529 on an 
Elastograph MDR (Göttfert, Germany) moving-die rheometer. For 
comparative studies, pristine polymers with similar thermal histories 
were also prepared. 

2.1.2. Weathering 
Accelerated weathering was performed according to ISO 4892–2 

(2013) Method A, Cycle 1 in a Q-SUN Xe-2 rotating rack xenon arc test 
chamber (Q-Lab Corporation, USA) equipped with a Xenon arc lamp 
emitting light equivalent to direct sunlight (Daylight-Q) using a silica 
glass filter. Rectangular specimens (100 × 10 × 2 mm3) were fixed on 
specimen holders by clamping the ends. These holders were then 
mounted on the rotary rack and subjected to an irradiation of 60 ± 2 W/ 
m2 in the range of 300 nm and 400 nm. The radiation exposure corre-
sponded to an energy of about 213 MJ/m2. 

The specimens were subjected cyclically to light for 102 min fol-
lowed by a spray cycle of 18 min by reverse-osmosis deionized water for 
a total exposure duration of 988 h. The chamber was maintained at a 
temperature of 38 ± 3 ◦C and a relative humidity of 50 ± 10 %, with the 
black-standard temperature at 65 ± 3 ◦C. Samples were picked at du-
rations of 72, 168, 504, and 988 h of weathering for analyses. 

2.2. Methods 

2.2.1. Dynamic mechanical thermal analysis (DMTA) 
Dynamic mechanical properties were measured in air in the torsion 

mode on an ARES-G2 (TA Instruments, USA). Specimens with a width of 
10 mm and a thickness of 2 mm were mounted. The specimens were pre- 
stretched by an axial force of 0.2 N before cooling down to − 80 ◦C using 
a chiller. Following a soaking time of 5 min, a temperature ramp was 
performed up to 100 ◦C at a ramp rate of 5 K/min. Strain amplitude and 
frequency were set to 1 % and 1 Hz, respectively. 

2.2.2. AFM nanoindentation measurements 
For AFM nanoindentation experiments, the atomic force microscope 

NanoWizard 4 from JPK instruments (Germany) was used. Measure-
ments were performed in contact mode using NSC 15 cantilevers, pur-
chased from Mikromasch, with a nominal spring constant of 40 N/m and 
resonance frequency of 325 kHz, and a silicon tip with a radius of 8 nm, 
full tip cone angle of 40◦, and tip height 12–18 μm (manufacturer’s 
data). The employed cantilevers were calibrated using the contact-free 
method. 

In AFM indentation, the tip of the AFM cantilever is brought into 
contact with the sample surface using a z-piezoscanner and pressed into 
the surface. The corresponding applied force is measured as a function of 
tip displacement, thus generating a force-distance curve. After the 
approach cycle, the tip is retracted back to its rest position. The inden-
tation depth can be calculated as the z-piezoscanner displacement minus 
the cantilever deflection [35]. For all the measurements, a constant tip 
speed of 2 μm/s was set. More than 50 indentation measurements were 
performed at different spots of the core region as well as of the skin 
region across the cut surface of the weathered sample. A similar number 
of measurements was also carried out on an unexposed sample. The 
suitable spots for the measurements were selected by first imaging the 
surface of the sample in the tapping mode of AFM operation. Selected 
spots were lying on locally flat areas and far from any grooves or adja-
cent walls/structures. 

Samples for AFM measurements were prepared by microtomy using 
liquid nitrogen. Slices (size ≈ 2 × 2 mm2) of the samples were obtained 
by cutting a thin cross-section from the center of the sample bar (80 ×
10 × 2 mm3). The obtained slices were then placed on freshly cleaned 
silicon (Si/SiO2) substrates. Measurements on the skin region were 
performed within about 30 μm from the directly exposed face, whereas 
the measurements on the core region were performed at the central part 

of the slice. 

2.2.3. FTIR spectroscopy 
The FTIR spectroscopic investigations were conducted on a Bruker 

Vertex 70 FTIR spectrometer (Germany) equipped with a Platinum ATR 
cell and connected to a Hyperion 2000 IR microscope with a 15 X Cas-
segrain objective. IR spectra of the skin and the core of the specimens 
were recorded at a resolution of 4 cm− 1 from 4000 to 600 cm− 1 using the 
ATR cell. IR microscopic mappings were recorded in the same spectral 
range in reflectance mode, processed with Kramers-Kronig trans-
formation to extract absorbance information, and represented as Gram- 
Schmidt integral in a pseudo-color representation. 

The sample stripes were fixed in Micro Vice Clamps equipped with 
SliceIR Clamps (both S.T. Japan) and were cut with a fresh razor blade at 
an angle of 90◦ for IR microscopy. 

2.2.4. Static low-field time-domain 1H NMR spectroscopy 
Experiments were performed on a Bruker minispec mq20 (Germany) 

benchtop spectrometer having a magnetic field strength of approxi-
mately 0.5 T, which corresponds to a resonance frequency of 19.95 MHz. 
Small discs were punched from the weathered specimens and stacked in 
a 10 mm NMR tube up to a height of 6 mm. A Bruker BVT 3000 tem-
perature controller was used to maintain a constant measurement tem-
perature of 80 ± 0.1 ◦C. The 90◦ pulse length and receiver dead time 
corresponded to 2.6 µs and 11 µs, respectively. The recycle delay (5T1) 
for the pristine, unexposed, and weathered samples were determined to 
be about 0.6 s for NR and 0.2 s for SBR. 

2.2.5. High-field 1H DQ MAS NMR spectroscopy 
Chemically (phase-resolved) measurements were performed on a 

Bruker Avance III (Germany) spectrometer with a magnetic field 
strength of 9.4 T, which corresponds to a resonance frequency of 400 
MHz. A 1 mm thick rubber ring (3 mm outer diameter and 2 mm inner 
diameter) was packed at the center of a 4 mm zirconia rotor with a 
Vespel® rotor cap. The sample was held in position by polytetra-
fluoroethylene spacers on either side. A Bruker BVT 3000 temperature 
controller was used for measurements at 80 ± 0.1 ◦C. The 90◦ pulse 
corresponded to a length of 2.5 µs at a pulse power of 54 W. 

3. NMR theory 

3.1. Spin–spin relaxation time (T2) measurements 

Also known as the transverse relaxation time, T2 can be used to 
quantitatively distinguish the amounts of different fractions based on 
the ease of their segmental mobility within a specimen. In a weathered 
specimen, the stiff, tightly cross-linked, and/or oxidized fractions can be 
separated from the moderately cross-linked mobile regions and the fast- 
moving defects (in cross-linked rubbers these are the loops, dangling 
chain-ends, and sol fractions that are mechanically inelastic). In a T2 
sense, rigid (possibly glassy) fractions formed due to shorter chain seg-
ments have a faster relaxation decay (shorter T2), whereas the others 
have slower relaxation decay (longer T2). The most constrained frac-
tions, in this case, the regions closer to the irradiated surface, are 
associated with a rigid-limit coupling between the protons as high as 
about 30 kHz. This translates to a Teff

2 (effective T2) of about 20 µs for the 
stiff/rigid components of the surface and underneath. The correspond-
ing shape parameter (βr) of the rigid fractions in a multicomponent 

modified-exponential decay fitting function (∝fxexp[ − (t/Teff
2,x)

βx
]) takes 

a value of 2 (Gaussian decay) in this case. Measuring the rigid fraction 
(fr) by an FID experiment (by a single 90◦ pulse) alone leads to under-
estimated results due to a loss in the initial decay signal owing to a 
longer receiver dead time (RDT, see Fig. S1 in Supporting Information). 
It is 11 µs for the low-field spectrometer used in these studies. The loss in 
the initial part of the signal can be compensated by performing the 
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pulsed version of the magic-sandwich echo (MSE) experiment that 
performs a time-reversal by refocusing multispin dipolar interactions of 
the decay signal [36]. The signals from both these experiments can be 
simultaneously fitted to obtain the relevant fractions and their respec-
tive transverse relaxation times [37]. Slowly decaying components 
having relatively larger mobility are also probed by stitching a 
Hahn-echo signal to the FID. Fig. S1 in the Supporting Information il-
lustrates this and the role of MSE-FID for NR and SBR weathered up to 
988 h. 

A three-component fitting function is required to completely gage 
these samples. Due to the higher number of data points obtained in an 
FID experiment, a 10 % weighting is applied. The three fractions ob-
tained are: a rigid fraction due to tightly cross-linked or oxidized (due to 
weathering) regions, a second fraction that is representative of the 
majority of the vulcanizate’s volume composed of relatively softer 
components of moderate cross-linking, and a third fraction consisting of 
the (mobile) defect fraction. A detailed discussion can be found in Sec-
tion 4.3.2. 

3.2. Static low-field time-domain 1H MQ-NMR 

As introduced earlier, cross-link densities on a low-field spectrometer 
are measured using an MQ pulse sequence [26]. The method has been 
detailed elsewhere [38] and is therefore described here only very 
shortly. The experiment yields two signals as a function of pulse 
sequence duration, τDQ: a double quantum signal (IDQ) and a decaying 
reference signal (Iref). IDQ results from contributions of coupled spins at 
shorter times. Iref also contains a contribution from uncoupled spins 
(defects) that behave isotropically. A sum MQ signal (IΣMQ = Iref + IDQ) is 
a fully dipolar refocussed signal that decays due to molecular motions. In 
networks, this decay is found to be nearly equal to that of an IDQ signal. 
This enables the removal of the effects of molecular motions from IDQ 
through normalization by a point-by-point division, satisfying the con-
dition: InDQ = IDQ/(IΣMQ - defects). The resulting normalized DQ (nDQ) 
signal, InDQ, is an inverted dephasing curve that reaches a 0.5 intensity 
limit upon optimum removal of the defect fraction. The defect fraction 
can be normally described using a single- or bi-exponential decay 
function [39]. The resulting nDQ build-up curve is a 
network-structure-only quantity and is independent of temperature, as 
long as it is measured far above Tg. 

The fitting function to this build-up curve is a numerical integral 
assuming a log-normal distribution of coupling constants (ln(Dres)) [40]. 
The Abragam-like kernel function [41], shown in Eq. (2), is suitable to 
describe data taken on homogeneous rubbers based upon homopoly-
mers without long side chains. 

InDQ(τDQ, Dres) = 0.5
[
1 − exp

{
− (0.378ϵDresτDQ)

1.5
}

×cos(0.583ϵDresτDQ)]
(2) 

For this static experiment, the efficiency factor ϵ = 1. τDQ is the 
instantaneous DQ evolution time for the respective point in the Iref and 
IDQ signals, both of which decay at longer τDQ. The log-normal proba-
bility distribution function of residual couplings, P(ln(Dres)) reads: 

P(ln(Dres)) =
1

σln
̅̅̅̅̅
2π

√ exp

[

−
{ln(Dres) − ln(Dmed)}

2

2σ2
ln

]

(3) 

It provides the average Dres as a median value (Dmed) and a loga-
rithmic distribution width (σln). The standard deviation is a positive and 
dimensionless quantity, where σln = 0.5 corresponds roughly to a half- 
decade-wide distribution. For narrow distributions, the build-up curve 
can be approximated by an inverted Gaussian, and the cross-link density 
(Dmed) is encoded in its initial slope. 

3.3. Phase-resolved high-field 1H DQ MAS NMR 

The broad and featureless spectrum of a solid sample in a static 

experiment can be improved by spinning it at moderately high fre-
quencies in a MAS experiment. A demonstration of this can be seen in 
Fig. 1 for the three unaged samples of cross-linked NR, SBR, and the 50/ 
50 blend, one-dimensional spectra of which are obtained after Fourier 
transformation of the respective FIDs following a 90◦ pulse. Thus, MAS 
yields high-resolution spectra for phase-specific studies. 

The cross-link densities in this case can be measured by obtaining 
build-up curves in a 2D fashion using the BaBa-xy16 pulse sequence. 
Like the static MQ experiment discussed earlier, this DQ MAS experi-
ment yields the typical IDQ and Iref signals, which can be obtained by 
taking one-dimensional projections of every two-dimensional resonance 
peak of interest. The rotor-synchronized pulse sequence facilitates 
obtaining points at every rotor period. However, for these studies, sig-
nals at every even multiple of the rotor period were measured. 

The fitting function is based on that used for the static measure-
ments. The quantum mechanical treatment of this experiment gives the 
efficiency factor in the kernel function (Eq. (2)) that is reduced to ϵ =
0.78 [31]. 

4. Results and discussion 

4.1. Macroscopic moduli 

Weathering brings about physical and chemical changes in the 
exposed specimens. The cyclic water sprays cause cooling and shrinking 
of the specimen, whereas UV irradiation leads to heating and expansion. 
The resulting expansion and contraction lead to specimen deformation 
and cracks formation and their propagation. This aspect is discussed in 
more detail in Section 4.3.1. 

The DMTA experiments give a first indication of the bulk changes 
occurring in the weathered samples. The storage and loss modulus (G’ 
and G”, respectively) obtained from temperature ramps of NR and SBR 
samples subjected to various durations of weathering are shown in 
Fig. 2. Below Tg, NR reveals a reduction in modulus with the exposure 
duration. With an increase in the temperature, the 72 and 168 h 
weathered specimens demonstrate identically marginal retention of G’, 
indicating hardening compared to the unaged specimen. Thus, a 

Fig. 1. Chemically resolved peaks in 1H spectrum of cross-linked NR, SBR, and 
the blend. (Adapted from Ref. [17]). 
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marginal increase in the Tg from the unaged sample is also observable. 
Distinct changes occur around 500 h of weathering, where stiffening of 
the sample due to weathering leads to a significant increase in modulus. 
In addition, a broad second transition around 60 ◦C can also be seen, 
which probably is an indication of a second glass transition corre-
sponding to over cross-linked regions of the specimen. With further 
weathering, stiffness drops below that of the 504 h weathered sample. At 
higher temperatures, the specimen undergoes softening, well below the 
plateau modulus of 0 h specimen, due to softening of the hardened re-
gions and the possible presence of decomposed chains. 

In the case of SBR, the rubber continuously stiffens in both temper-
ature regions due to weathering-induced hardening. The additional 
transition appearing upon 500 h of weathering seems to be due to 
differently aged regions within the sample volume. One may expect that 
the surface is more aged than the core, thus creating regions of different 

stiffness [42]. This difference seems to be lost after further weathering. 
The additional transition observed in the previous weathering interval 
probably is masked due to the stiffening of the overall sample. The 
relative stiffening in SBR is higher than NR and remains a decade stiffer 
even at 100 ◦C. 

The temperature ramps of the blends provide some important insight 
into the performance of the material in relation to NR and SBR single 
vulcanizates. Unlike NR, the modulus in the lowest temperature region 
increases with the weathering duration as observed in SBR. At higher, 
yet sub-zero temperatures, the 72 and 168 h specimens almost overlap 
as in the case of NR but diverge somewhat after the SBR Tg. The most 
significant distinct observation in the blend in comparison to the single 
vulcanizates is after weathering up to 504 and 988 h. While both NR and 
SBR respectively demonstrate a decrease and an increase in their moduli 
beyond their glass transition temperatures at the two weathering 

Fig. 2. DMTA temperature ramps of the storage (left) and loss (right) moduli of NR, SBR, and a 50/50 blend of NR and SBR after various weathering (W) durations.  
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durations, the blend shows almost no deviation in the moduli at these 
weathering intervals. Fig. S2 in the Supporting Information emphasizes 
these observations through an overlay of DMTA curves for the three 
materials at the two weathering durations. A key takeaway message 
from these arguments is that the cross-link density, which imparts the 
modulus in the material compositions considered here, is probably 
identical at the two weathering durations. This aspect will be discussed 
in detail in Section 4.4. 

4.2. Chemical modifications due to weathering as studied by FTIR 
spectroscopy 

Weathering is a depth-dependent phenomenon, where it starts at the 
exposed surface of the material and then proceeds into the bulk, thus 
creating a gradient of changes. It is important to note here that the 
specimen mounting setup in the weatherometer led to one face of the 
specimen always being hidden from direct irradiation and water sprin-
kles. One can hence hypothesize that chemical differences between the 
directly irradiated surface and the other regions, such as the core, would 
widen with continuous exposure. These chemical modifications are 
analyzed here by IR spectroscopy. 

In a preparatory step, the cross-section of the prepared specimens 
was first observed in an IR microscope. Pseudo-color Gram-Schmidt 
plots of IR maps in reflectance mode were generated to provide a visual 
representation of the chemically modified/unmodified regions within 
the cross-section of the specimens. The Gram-Schmidt signal provides 
the integral IR reflectance intensity over all wavenumbers in the spectral 
range of the experiment. However, it must be considered that the surface 
quality will also interfere with the scattering intensities. 

The warmer colors, i.e., higher Gram-Schmidt signals (higher total 
integral for all wavenumbers), within the bulk of SBR W168h in Fig. 3 
are interpreted as the presence of higher amounts of hydrocarbon 
structures. In contrast, the cooler colors in the heat map, near the surface 
(UV irradiated side), are indicative of chemical changes, i.e., modifica-
tion due to weathering, caused mainly by reaction with oxygen. This 
also serves as a first proof of the formation of ‘skin’ and ‘core’ regions 
across the sample thickness, due to distinct chemical and, possibly, 
physical differences. From the microscopic image in the background, a 
thick skin region for this specimen is observed to be up to about 95 µm 
from the surface. This demarcation is noted as the moderately modified 
yellow-green separation line in the Gram-Schmidt plot. Of course, a 
much more modified, thinner skin can be present immediately at the 
surface due to the gradient, but analyses of these regions are excluded 
here. The yellow-green blob on the right-end could be resulting from the 
topography effects of the surface and highlights the after all qualitative 
nature of the observation of the skin with this method. Microscopic 

images of NR weathered up to the same duration demonstrated a skin 
thickness of about 60 to 80 µm. 

The IR microscopy measurements were used as a control to probe the 
desired regions (‘skin’ and ‘core’) through ATR FTIR measurements. 
Overlays of absorption spectra for NR and SBR weathered to various 
durations can be found in Fig. 4. A general trend of peak broadening 
with the weathering duration can be observed in the core-specific 
spectra of both, NR and SBR. 

In both NR and SBR, a broad − OH stretching band is observed be-
tween 3660 and 3125 cm− 1 in the unaged material due to hydroxyl 
groups present in CBS [2]. The signal intensity increases up to 168 h, 
possibly due to oxidation or hydration, but reduces thereafter as the 
additives are consumed [43]. A direct result of weathering in both 
materials is the occurrence of a carbonyl band at about 1713 cm− 1 (see * 
in Fig. 4) after 168 h of weathering and is prominently present in the 
skin at 504 h but disappears in the core [44]. 

In NR, the asymmetric =C− H stretching band at 3035 cm− 1 (i) de-
creases from 0 h to 504 h [45], while the skin shows its complete loss at 
504 h. Likewise, the asymmetric − CH3 stretching (2959 cm− 1, ii) and 
asymmetric − CH2− stretching (2918 cm− 1, iii) bands also reduce with 
weathering. Further, the symmetric − CH3 stretching and symmetric 
− CH2− stretching bands are seen as a single peak at 2849 cm− 1 (iv) 
[45], which shows a decrease in intensity and suppression in the skin 
region at extended weathering. 

To put this into context, in a thermo-oxidatively aged NR study [46], 
the − CH2− stretching vibration demonstrated peak retention, contrary 
to the observation made in the present work. Using only UV radiation, 
dos Santos et al. summarize the formation of different groups in poly-
isoprene (cis, trans, and NR) subjected to various wavelengths [45]. It 
was concluded that apart from the wavelength, the type of isomer and 
the pre-condition (presence of groups characteristic of partial oxidation) 
of the polymer dictate the effects of UV. 

The − C=C− stretching vibration occurs at 1662 cm− 1 (v), whose 
intensity decreases with weathering. In the fingerprint region, the IR 
spectra are dominated by − CH3 and − CH2− bending vibrations at 1452 
cm− 1 (vi) and 1375 cm− 1 (vii), respectively, and the rocking vibration of 
− CH2− at 724 cm− 1. As stated before, these peaks also decrease upon 
increasing the time of weathering, representing a likely explanation for 
the appearance of the skin in the Gram-Schmidt maps (Fig. 3). 

In SBR, the − C=C− stretching of the vinyl group at 1640 cm− 1 (a) 
[2] tends to become stronger with successive weathering due to 
cross-linking. The aromatic − C=C− stretching vibration peak occurs at 
1601 cm− 1 (b) [47] and its contribution is masked by the presence of the 
− C=C− vinyl stretching. It has been noted that an increase in the in-
tensity of the − COO− stretching vibration at 1541 cm− 1 (c) in 
thermo-oxidatively aged SBR is an indication of the carboxylate 

Fig. 3. Gram-Schmidt plot generated using IR microscopy map-
ping in reflectance mode to assess the chemical modifications 
across the specimen (SBR W168h) thickness. The blue color end 
indicates higher weathering-induced modifications, whereas the 
warmer colors indicate lesser weathering-induced changes. A 
moderately modified (yellow-green) region is obtained about 95 
µm from the sample surface highlighting a distinction between the 
highly modified ‘skin’ and the lowly modified ‘core’.   
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formation as the main product on the material surface [48]. However, 
such a conclusion cannot be drawn in this study due to the broadening of 
the − C=C− stretching. 

Lastly, the − C=C− vibrations of butadiene at 966 cm− 1 (d) and 909 
cm− 1 (e) present in the unaged sample disappeared completely after 
weathering. This is in line with the gas chromatography flame ionization 
detector (GC/FID) studies on similar samples by Kano et al., which 
revealed that the relative amount of butadiene with respect to the 
pristine sample completely disappeared after 100 h of accelerated 
weathering [44]. 

From these observations, it can be appreciated that the reactions 
caused by weathering, mainly involving oxygen, lead to chemical 
modifications that affect the surface preferentially. Nevertheless, several 
changes occurring within the core lead to unique physical properties 
that affect the macroscopic moduli as observed in the previous section. 

4.3. Assessment of skin and core regions 

4.3.1. AFM nanoindentation measurements 
Results from vibrational spectroscopy highlight the formation of 

chemically different regions upon weathering. One may hence hypoth-
esize that the mechanical properties of these regions would be corre-
spondingly different. To confirm this aspect, AFM nanoindentation 
experiments were performed at room temperature on SBR W504h, as 
well as on unexposed SBR (0 h) for comparison. SBR W504h was chosen 
for its remarkable thermal behavior under dynamic load. The AFM 
measurements on the skin region of SBR W504h were performed within 

approximately 30 µm from the directly exposed surface, whereas the 
measurements on the core region were performed in the central part of 
the specimen (around 1 mm from the exposed surface). The results are 
shown in Fig. 5, which displays a plot of cantilever force as a function of 
indentation depth obtained from the force-distance measurements of the 
two samples. These indentation curves are indicative of different me-
chanical properties of the skin and core regions of the weathered SBR. 

As can be seen, an increase in applied force causes a larger inden-
tation in the sample. To produce a certain indentation, a significantly 
different force is needed for all three specimens due to their different 
mechanical response. Although the correlation between force and 
indentation depth is nonlinear as described by various nanomechanical 
models [35,49] and depends on the cantilever’s tip radius and shape, the 
different slopes of indentation curves can be considered to be reflecting 
the differences in the local stiffness of the material [50,51]. Here, to 
exclude any effects arising from different tip radii or shapes, and for 
direct comparison of the data, the same cantilever has been used for the 
indentation measurements on all three samples. As apparent from Fig. 5, 
the slope of the indentation curve for the skin region is larger than that 
for the core region of SBR W504h. This result indicates that the skin 
region is stiffer compared to the core of weathered SBR. Thus, Fig. 5 
clearly illustrates the difference in the stiffness of the two regions of the 
weathered specimen. 

Moreover, the slopes of the curves for the weathered SBR are also 
remarkably large compared with the unexposed sample. The marked 
increase in stiffness of the core compared to the unexposed sample in-
dicates a region that has undergone higher cross-linking due to 

Fig. 4. ATR FTIR absorption spectra for NR (left) and SBR (right) weathered for various durations (bottom boxes). Both the sample series are relatively scaled. The 
top boxes contain skin-specific spectra rescaled vertically (and equally). The labeled vibration bands are described in the text. 
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weathering and corroborates with the shift in Tg observed in the DMTA 
trends. The second modulus transition observed in the DMTA plot of SBR 
W504h is, thus, resulting from the even stiffer skin region, as confirmed 
here by AFM. As such, from the AFM results and the concepts of diffusion 
of oxygen [42,52], it can be concluded that the moduli of the samples 
presented in Fig. 2 are, in fact, an outcome of a gradient of depth-specific 
moduli. 

From a physical point of view, due to the intermittent water sprays, 
associated expansion and shrinkage of the sample may occur due to the 
associated temperature changes. These effects in the core region will be 
somewhat reduced and delayed. Eventually, this results in the formation 
of distinct stiff skin and soft core that develop different linear co-
efficients of expansion. For up to 100 h of weathering of SBR Kano, et al. 
observed a 0.5 % volume change due to temperature increase during 
photo irradiation and temperature decrease during water sprays [44]. 
This periodic thermal treatment leads to differential expansion and 
contraction of the skin and the core. In the present study, the long-term 
weathering of SBR for 504 and 988 h caused a visual caving-in of the 
specimen towards the irradiated surface due to contraction and 
stretching of the rear surface due to expansion. Naturally, the clamped 
ends did not demonstrate this deformation, leaving the unclamped re-
gion to appear like a shallow boat. 

As another consequence, successive heating/cooling has been 
observed to cause crazing (or elephant skin formation) on the sample 
surface, which also propagate to the depth of the specimen. Although 
these small unoriented connected cracks are typical of an unstressed 
vulcanizate, the difference in shrinkage leads to the build-up of stresses 
and the development and propagation of microcracks. The possibility of 
surface erosion due to spraying cycles cannot be ruled out. 

Understandably, this phenomenon would be amplified when 
weathering up to 988 h as in the case of the present study. These cracks 
act as a pathway to the leaching of water and more chemical attacks into 
the bulk of the specimen [34]. The intensity of cracks in SBR is aligned 
with its poor resistance to crack growth despite having a strong resis-
tance to crack formation. In the case of NR, cracks are formed relatively 
quickly but grow rather slowly [53]. This can be confirmed from the 
seemingly protected core of NR vulcanizates as seen in FTIR results. 

From these collective arguments it may perhaps be hypothesized that 
once the integrity of the stiff skin is destroyed, such as by a pre- 

stretching to a moderately larger strain, the G’ of SBR associated with 
the skin (in Fig. 2) will be effectively reduced. Thus, an ‘as-is’ inter-
pretation of bulk mechanical results is difficult if not impossible in such 
materials. More detailed mechanical experiments along these lines were 
unfortunately beyond our present scope. 

4.3.2. Quantification of skin and core regions by T2 analyzes 
As introduced in Section 3.1, the different fractions in a rubber 

vulcanizate (detected in terms of their proton fractions) can be distin-
guished based on their respective T2 times, which makes quantifying the 
skin and core regions possible. To emphasize the effects of the stiff skin 
and the soft core, the hardened surface of the 504 h weathered SBR was 
shaved off using a blade to a depth of roughly 200 µm for separate 
measurements. 

Firstly, the results of a three-component modified exponential decay 
fit to NR and SBR vulcanizates at different weathering durations are 
partially presented in Fig. 6A. To recall, the rigid-limit coupling corre-
sponds to a Teff

2,r of about 20 µs, which can be assigned to the highly 
constrained fraction. With a shape parameter (βr) fixed to 2, the amount 
of this rigid fraction (fr) was almost negligible in SBR and about 1.5 % in 
NR at 0 h. The latter is likely associated with the presence of proteins. 

As is shown in Fig. 6A, with weathering the rigid fraction in NR in-
creases, the addition being the oxidized surface, which stabilizes at 
about 4 % between 504 and 988 h. On the contrary, in SBR, a continuous 
increase in rigid fraction up to about 7 % occurs due to oxidation of the 
surface and the underlying layers. The larger amount of rigid compo-
nents in SBR compared to NR corroborates with the observation made by 
DMTA towards high temperatures. 

The second fitting fraction, regarded as the mobile 1 fraction (fm1) 
(not shown in Figure) with apparent transverse relaxation time Teff

2,m1 

(Fig. 6A), corresponds to the component that mainly represents the 
cross-linked bulk. The third fraction composed of defects is represented 
as the mobile 2 fraction (fm2). These two fractions can be better char-
acterized by MQ measurements and hence, are deferred to Section 4.4.1. 
Nevertheless, for completeness, the fitting yielded a negligible amount 
of defect fraction in all SBR samples. NR weathered up to 988 h con-
tained up to about 9 % defects with a Teff

2,m2 of about 12 ms. The corre-
sponding shape parameter βm2 was force-fitted to a limiting minimum 
value of 0.8 (stretched exponential), meaning that the mobile 1 and 2 
fractions cannot be reliably separated in all cases. Teff

2,m1 (also, in Fig. 6A) 
corresponding to the majority bulk remains relatively unchanged in NR, 
whereas a gradual decrease is observed in SBR due to an increase in 
cross-link density with the weathering duration. An increasing fr and 
decreasing Teff

2,m1 in SBR suggests the presence of a gradient of stiffness 
due to weathering. In NR, the skin and core could be somewhat distinct. 
These aspects would become clearer when discussing the cross-link 
densities in Section 4.4. 

For the depth-specific studies, the separated skin and core of 504 h 
weathered SBR were compared with an intact sample. As an illustration, 
MSE-FIDs (only) for the two regions and an intact SBR weathered up to 
504 h are shown in Fig. 6B. A two-component fitting yielded about 8 % 
rigid fraction for the skin sample, and as expected, 0 % for the core 
sample. The second fitting component produced a Teff

2 of 45 µs and 80 µs, 
respectively, thus emphasizing gradient stiffening below a relatively 
hard surface in SBR. 

4.4. Changes in network density by weathering 

4.4.1. Low-resolution NMR studies 
The efficiency of cross-linking, apart from the choice of cross-linker 

system and the processing conditions, is governed mainly by the extent 
of unsaturation present in the polymer chain. The higher unsaturation in 
NR provides a potential for a higher number of cross-links. It also aids in 
faster cross-link formation, which is confirmed by the shorter curing 

Fig. 5. Representative AFM force vs. indentation depth curves (during 
approach) for an unexposed (0 h) SBR specimen, and for the ‘skin’ and ‘core’ 
regions of SBR subjected to 504 h of weathering. The skin region is measured 
within approximately 30 µm from the directly exposed surface. For a direct 
comparison, all measurements were performed with the same cantilever and 
experimental parameters. 
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time. The effect of sulfur cross-linking in NR and SBR, in addition to the 
effect of entanglements, can be ascertained from the values of Dres in 
Fig. 7A corresponding to 0 h. Interestingly, due to differences in the 
density of unsaturation between them, NR and SBR, upon vulcanization, 
produce identical Dres despite their largely different starting values of 
about 70 Hz and 135 Hz, respectively in the uncross-linked (pristine) 
state (not shown in Figure). This is for sure coincidental, as both Me 
(entanglement molecular weight) and the reference coupling of the 
monomer units (Dref in Eq. (1)) are different. The distribution widths of 
these samples are also similar to the values before cross-linking. Thus, it 
can be deduced that sulfur does not affect the inherent distribution of 
these constraints within the sample volume, or sulfur characteristically 
leads to a narrow distribution of cross-links. Analogous to the single 
vulcanizates, the 50/50 blend also cross-links to a similar extent. The 
experimentally measured coupling width is also identical to the 
weighted average of σln of the two constituent vulcanizates, thus indi-
cating that sulfur distributes itself non-preferentially within the phases 
of the blend. 

Distinct variations occur in the samples when exposed to the aging 
elements in the weatherometer as seen from the evolution of cross-link 
density in Fig. 7A. The biggest change can be seen in SBR, where 
degradation generally occurs through cyclic cross-linking, which leads 
to an increase in stiffness (embrittlement). The corresponding coupling 
distribution width compliments the formation of different chain lengths 
between cross-links. 

As established earlier, the regions closer to the surface undergo 
stiffening due to direct exposure to irradiation, oxygen, water, and heat. 
Like in the T2 measurements, the constrained fractions also show up in 
the InDQ signal. This can be seen as a step-up in the InDQ curve at the short 
evolution times of up to 100 µs (probing lower values is not feasible due 
to the pulse sequence length). The build-up curve in Fig. 7B represents 
this feature for SBR weathered up to 504 h. 

A modified bimodal fitting function [17] can be used to separately fit 
these hardened surface fractions and those that lie beneath that are 
comparatively less aged. The input parameters to the fitting function are 
a fixed coupling value Dmed,2/2π = 12 kHz, and distribution value σln,2 
= 0.01, where 12 kHz is sufficiently high to have a constant intensity 
contribution in the plateau region of the respective build-up curve. The 
constrained fraction is around 2.5 %, which is lower than the actual 
value because the pulse sequence is inefficient for these components. 

The other mode (Dmed,1), represented in Fig. 7A is obtained as a 
fitting result to the data points of the build-up curve after those that 
correspond to the highly cross-linked regions (step-up), and thus 
represent the bulk of the sample. In SBR, prolonged exposure leads to 

further stiffening with a net Dmed,1 gain of about 33 %. Likewise, σln,1 
shows an increase in the coupling distribution due to chain 
modifications. 

Interestingly, this increase in cross-link density of SBR is rather 
marginal compared to the (approximately) 15-fold increase in the slope 
of the core region of SBR W504h with respect to the unexposed sample, 
as observed from AFM. This can be explained by the temperature- 
dependent gain in modulus of aged SBR with respect to that of unaged 
SBR. The gain in G’ for the 504 h aged SBR is higher at 25 ◦C (23-fold) 
than at 80 ◦C (5-fold), the two temperatures being the measurement 
temperatures for AFM and NMR, respectively. This is, of course, without 
denying that the modulus in DMTA is a combined effect of, both, the skin 
and core regions. Another factor for the observed (apparent) inconsis-
tency in property change is a systematic error originating from the 
choice of the cantilever in the AFM experiment. The cantilever used in 
the AFM experiments was chosen in accordance with the stiffness of SBR 
weathered for 504 h. The same cantilever was used to probe the rather 
soft unaged SBR, which could have led to penetration of the cantilever 
tip into the specimen. 

In the case of NR, contrary to SBR, the Dres appears to remain un-
changed upon weathering up to 168 h. However, the broadening of 
coupling distribution suggests the modification of covalent bonds. The 
conventional sulfur-vulcanization system is known to majorly produce 
polysulfidic bonds [54]. The broadening of coupling distribution is thus 
suggestive of the reformation of polysulfidic bonds into shorter variants 
like the mono- and disulfidic bonds [55]. The same observation has been 
made earlier with NR exposed to thermo-oxidative aging at 80 ◦C [17]. 
Oxidation-induced chain scission is another contributing factor to the 
broadening of the coupling distribution. Upon continued weathering, 
the bulk of NR undergoes a reduction in cross-link density due to the 
extensive decomposition of main chains. These changes are also evident 
in the distribution width. 

In the blend, until 168 h, Dres varies only moderately and produces 
values that are similar to those of NR. The corresponding changes in 
σln,1, however, suggest distinct chemical changes within the sample 
volume which are again indicative of the maturation of sulfur bonds as 
seen in NR. A standout observation here is that the blend ages less in 
comparison to its expected value (wtd. blend), plotted for reference. This 
is a numerically measured weighted average of NR and SBR single 
vulcanizates. By acknowledging the similarity in Dres of NR and the 
blend up to 168 h, one can infer that the bulk of the SBR phase expe-
riences lesser chemical changes in the blend than when it is a pure 
vulcanizate. 

At the extended weathering durations, the coupling strengths of the 

Fig. 6. (A) The variation of weathering-induced rigid fractions (fr) that correspond to a transverse relaxation time of 20 µs for NR and SBR at different weathering 
intervals. The right y-scale shows relaxation times of a comparatively slowly decaying softer, mobile majority fraction (fm1). See Section 4.4.1 for a discussion of a 
much more slowly decaying defect fraction. (B) MSE-FID decays of the skin and core regions of the SBR W504h specimen obtained after crudely slicing the exposed 
layer (thickness of roughly 200 µm). MSE-FID of an intact sample is plotted for reference. 
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blend are intermediate to those of NR and SBR. Interestingly, no sig-
nificant variation of Dmed,1 can be observed for the three materials be-
tween 504 and 988 h. Also, the invariance of the corresponding coupling 
widths suggests no significant chemical modifications in the samples 
beyond 500 h. In comparison to the previous work [17], these trends 
highlight that sulfur-cross-linked NR is chemically unstable at higher 
temperatures (thermo-oxidative aging at 80 ◦C), whereas 
sulfur-cross-linked SBR is more susceptible to artificial weathering. 

The defect fraction (in Fig. 7C) obtained by an exponential decay fit 
to IΣMQ during normalization is analogous to the third fraction obtained 
through T2 analyses in Section 4.3.2. The amount of defect fraction in 
NR, corresponding to a T2 relaxation time of about 15 ms, changed from 
about 3 % for the unaged sample to 9 % for the most weathered sample. 
In the case of SBR, as expected, no presence of defects was detected. This 
confirms the complete cross-linking in SBR due to weathering. For the 
blend, surprisingly, the amount of defect fraction varied from about 2.5 
% to only 5 %. Assuming that the defect amount of the SBR phase re-
mains negligible also in the blend, the lower amount of overall defects in 
the blend is an unexpected finding and probably suggests that NR is also 
protected from weathering when it is a part of the blend. 

More coupling information can be obtained by Fast-Tikhonov regu-
larization (ftikreg) of the normalized build-up data [41]. This procedure 
yields a visual representation of the distribution of Dres within the 
samples (Fig. 8). The median value of Dres (Dmed) corresponds to the 
value at which the normalized integral of these curves is 0.5. The 
inherent (in)homogeneity of spins in uncross-linked (pristine) NR and 
SBR remains relatively unchanged upon vulcanization (0 h) but in-
creases due to weathering. Already upon 72 h of weathering of SBR, the 
formation of a small amount of rigid fraction can be observed towards 
the higher coupling end of the distribution. In addition to this, SBR at 
504 and 988 h of weathering contains small amounts of 
cross-linking-induced, newly formed constrained fractions that are 
ubiquitous in the coupling distribution graphs. In the case of the blend, 
proportional changes can be observed. 

To summarize the low-field results, SBR undergoes perfectioning of 
cross-links leading to stiffening, whereas NR demonstrates both cross- 
linking and chain scission that lead to stiffening and softening pro-
cesses, with chain scission eventually dominating. Interestingly, mea-
surements of the blend material reveal that the NR and SBR phases are 
protected when they are a part of the blend in contrast to the respective 
single vulcanizates. 

4.4.2. Phase-resolved studies of the evolution of cross-link densities 
MAS NMR experiments benefit from the resolution of a spectrum into 

defined peaks. This enables phase-specific studies in polymer mixtures. 
With every integer rotor period and a rotor frequency of 10 kHz, the 
shortest DQ evolution time achievable in the current setup is 100 µs. 
Hence, the DQ signals obtained here are free of contributions from the 
rigid fractions. 

The three proton resonances in NR corresponding to CH, CH2, and 
CH3, as has been previously demonstrated [31], and adapted in Table 1 
yield identical coupling, and the spectral average is similar in magnitude 
to the low-field experiment value. 

Unexposed SBR yields a spectral average coupling value of about 
0.280 kHz. The lowest value is attributed to the phenyl ring due to its 
motional freedom about the main-chain CH bond. The highest coupling 
corresponds to the groups at chemical shifts of 1.9 ppm and 1.2–1.8 
ppm, coming majorly from the main chain protons of vinyl poly-
butadiene. This copolymer is also responsible for the spin heterogeneity 
in the SBR grade considered in this study. 

The changes occurring in the samples due to weathering are repre-
sented as a ratio of coupling constants and their distribution after 504 
and 988 h of weathering to their corresponding values at 0 h in Fig. 9. 
The chemical groups have been arranged from left to right in the 
sequence of resonances as NR-only → mixed → SBR-only. In the case of 
NR (Fig. 9B), one can observe that the polymer cross-link density 

Fig. 7. Results of MQ NMR measurements for NR, SBR, and their 50/50 blend. 
(A) Cross-link densities (solid lines) and their distributions (dashed lines) within 
the polymer bulk. The weighted (wtd.) average of Dmed for the blend (short- 
dashed line), based on the Dmed of NR and SBR, is shown for comparison (see 
text). An additional fitting mode was used to account for surface-stiffening 
observed in the samples due to weathering based on the rigid fractions in 
Fig. 6A. (B) Demonstration of the rigid fraction as a step-up in the InDQ signal at 
shorter DQ evolution times for SBR W504h. Its coupling is set to a fit-adequate 
value of 12 kHz (see discussion). (C) The defect fraction obtained from 
normalization. No defects are detected in SBR. 
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reduces after weathering to 504 h, and is analogous to the observations 
made using the low-field experiment. The increase in its coupling width 
is an indication of the increasing cross-linking inhomogeneity. This 
aspect is pronounced in the CH and CH2 moieties, as these sites are 
directly affected by the various reactions (S-modification, chain scission, 
cross-linking, etc.) occurring in the vicinity. Here it is important to note 
that despite the observed widening, the average absolute value of σln 
after 504 h of weathering is about 0.410. 

Weathering SBR to 504 h leads to an average increase of about 35 % 
in Dmed across all chemical environments of the rubber (Fig. 9C) and 
complements the results of the low-field. Unlike in NR, the change in 
coupling distribution width is almost identical for all the proton 
environments. 

Upon 988 h of weathering, NR undergoes a further reduction in its 
cross-link density. This finding is different from the low-field measure-
ment where the Dmed seemed to have stabilized at extended exposure 
durations. The corresponding distribution appears to have slightly nar-
rowed down upon extended weathering. This is consistent with the low- 
field results and could be due to the recross-linking of some weakly 
coupled segments that are present after 504 h of weathering, thus 
leading to uniformity of chain lengths between cross-links. 

Perhaps the most important observation in NR from the high-field 
and low-field measurements is that as the surface stiffens, the core 
softens. This behavior suggests that the hardened surface acts as a bar-
rier to layers underneath wherein chain scission dominates. 

With SBR, weathering to 988 h shows a reversal of the cross-linking 
trend. The average coupling strength reduced from 0.377 kHz (after 504 
h) by about 50 to 0.326 kHz (after 988 h). This is a rather surprising 

finding that was not observed in the low-field experiment. Variations 
can be observed at resonances ii, iii, and vii (see Fig. 9C), which 
correspond to the main chain protons of the three monomers in SBR, 
suggesting changes in the bonding situation in due to weathering. But 
the cross-link distribution remains almost unaffected by weathering. 

NR and SBR have similar solubility parameters of about 16.7 MPa1/2 

and 17.5 MPa1/2, respectively [56], making their blends technologically 
relevant due to macroscopic miscibility as a result of low interfacial 
tension. Nevertheless, they tend to exhibit phase separation on a 
microscopic scale due to their molecular incompatibility and thus pro-
vide scope for potential variations in the blend phases. The low-field 
measurements discussed earlier suggest that NR and SBR cross-link to 
similar extents in the blend, as do their corresponding single vulcani-
zates. However, MAS experiments reveal some inconsistencies in SBR. 
The SBR phase cross-links to a lesser extent in the blend compared to its 
single vulcanizate. This is despite its preferential and faster reaction rate 
with CBS accelerator than that of NR [17,57]. Thus, a relatively softer 
SBR phase is present in relation to an NR phase which yields identical 
Dres as its single vulcanizate. 

The changes arising in the blend upon weathering are evident in 
Fig. 9A. Upon 504 h of weathering, the extent of changes in the NR- 
containing resonances is minimal, especially the Dres of CH resonance 
appears unchanged, albeit with a small broadening of the coupling 
constant. On the other hand, a distinct increase in Dres can be observed 
for the pure SBR resonances. The corresponding coupling distribution 
widths across the various resonances are largely similar to those ob-
tained from the single vulcanizates. Despite the finite increase, the in-
crease in Dres of SBR-phase resonances is, on average, still lower than the 

Fig. 8. Changes in the distribution of cross-links due to weathering. These are obtained by regularization of the normalized DQ data. The presence of strongly 
coupled fractions can be seen in SBR and the blend. The inherent coupling distributions of uncross-linked (Un-xl) NR and SBR are plotted for reference. 

Table 1 
Phase-resolved Dmed and respective σln for the unexposed materials. (Adapted from Ref. [17]).  

Chemical group/s Chemical shift, δ [ppm] NR SBR Blend 
Dmed,2/2π [kHz] σln Dmed,2/2π [kHz] σln Dmed,2/2π [kHz] σln 

C6H5
PS 7.2 – 7.7 – – 0.233 0.278 0.200 0.236 

CH1,4, CH1,2 (vinyl) 5.5 – 6.1 – – 0.258 0.352 0.232 0.323 
CHNR 5.5 0.287 <0.01 – – 0.291 0.038 
CH2

1,2 (vinyl) 5.3 – – 0.284 0.337 0.256 0.316 
CH2

NR, CHPS, CH2
1,4 2.1 – 2.8 0.293 0.044 0.292 0.420 0.287 0.215 

CH3
NR, CH1,2 1.9 0.278 0.112 0.315 0.449 0.281 0.200 

CH2
PS, CH2

1,2 1.2 – 1.8 – – 0.313 0.518 0.282 0.669 
Spectral average – 0.287 0.104 0.278 0.455 0.274 0.303  
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single vulcanizate. This is probably due to a lowly cross-linked SBR 
phase before weathering. 

Upon further weathering to 988 h, the distribution of cross-links in 
both phases almost overlaps with the values obtained after 504 h, thus 
suggesting that the chain lengths remain virtually unaffected. This is 
confirmed by the comparably similar changes in Dres even after almost 
doubling the weathering duration and explains the reason for the 

almost-identical moduli of the blend at the two durations. This is a 
rather astonishing behavior of the blend compared to the single vulca-
nizates, where NR underwent continuous softening over the two 
weathering intervals, and SBR demonstrated a stiffening and then soft-
ening property at 504 and 988 h, respectively. 

To emphasize this experimental finding, Fig. 9A also compares the 
‘expected’ values of changes in Dres of the blend based on proton- 
weighted averages from the single vulcanizates at the two intervals for 
the mixed resonances (gray shaded area) at resonance locations ii and iii 
(see Fig. 9A). Thus, this highlights the effects of softening and stiffening 
that should have been observed in the blend but are rather weak. These 
observations made through MAS also corroborate with the lower defect 
fraction in the blend observed through the low-resolution experiment. 
These arguments collectively demonstrate that the two polymers are 
protected in the blend even at prolonged weathering durations. In other 
words, under the experimental conditions discussed here, the blend lasts 
longer and is hence technologically better suitable than the constituent 
single vulcanizates. 

5. Conclusion 

In this study, the molecular and bulk changes in sulfur-cross-linked 
NR, SBR, and their blend (50/50 ratio by phr) subjected to artificial 
weathering were monitored by various techniques. At longer weathering 
durations, DMTA measurements revealed stiffening in NR that softened 
almost entirely at higher temperatures. The stiffening was pronounced 
in SBR. This contributed to an additional softening transition which 
showed significant modulus even at 100 ◦C. The chemical origins of 
these were evaluated by FTIR, which revealed modification of the sur-
face layer into a stiff skin due to oxidation processes aided by various 
weathering parameters. The regions below this skin layer oxidized to a 
lesser extent due to the barrier-like behavior of the skin. AFM nano-
indentation measurements at various depths of SBR weathered up to 
504 h confirmed the oxidation-induced stiffening that imparted an 
additional transition in DMTA experiments. 

Further analyses of the skin and core by NMR T2 studies suggested a 
continuous increase in the skin fractions in SBR up to about 7 % for 988 
h of weathering. In NR, the stiff fraction stabilized between 504 and 988 
h at about 4 %. It was also indicated that the bulk of NR probably 
remained unchanged due to prolonged weathering, whereas in SBR a 
gradient of stiffness existed beneath the stiff skin due to continuous 
cross-linking. 

The cross-link density measurements by an MQ pulse sequence on a 
low-field spectrometer highlighted an increase in the cross-linked den-
sity of SBR up to 504 h by 33 %, which remained unchanged up to 988 h. 
In contrast, NR had the same cross-link density up to 168 h, which then 
dropped by 10 % approaching 504 h. The stagnation in cross-link den-
sity up to 168 h was attributed to a modification of polysulfidic bonds to 
the lower, disulfidic and monosulfidic variants and due to oxidation- 
induced chain scission. 

In the blend, cross-link density varied only moderately, which was 
lower than a calculated average obtained by weighting Dres of NR and 
SBR single vulcanizates, thus showing that blends age lesser compared 
to their single vulcanizates. The cross-link distribution values indicated 
the formation of different chain lengths between cross-links due to 
weathering in all samples. Further, it was observed that weathering 
caused the formation of defects in NR and the blend but was non-existent 
in SBR due to complete cross-linking. Thus, the MQ experiments prove 
the existence of a stiff skin but a soft core, where chain scission reactions 
dominate. In SBR, a stiff skin is obtained with a core that is still generally 
harder than the unaged sample. 

Phase-resolved studies by 1H DQ MAS NMR provided some addi-
tional insights into the weathered samples. In NR, unlike the low-field 
measurements, the cross-link density reduced continuously between 
504 and 988 h. In the case of SBR, the cross-link density increased up to 
504 h but then reduced after extended weathering with no change in the 

Fig. 9. Relative changes in cross-link densities and their distribution described 
as a ratio of coupling parameters at 504 and 988 h weathering to those at 0 h for 
(A) blend, (B) NR, and (C) SBR. “Vinyl” in parentheses refers to the vinyl part of 
1,2-polybutadiene. The lines are a guide to the eye only. The gray shaded area 
in (A) highlights the overlapped resonances in the blend. The crossed open 
symbols (square: 504 h, circle: 988 h) represent the proton-weighted averages 
of Dmed of the mixed resonances obtained from the correspondingly weathered 
single vulcanizates and thus highlight the “protective” nature of the blend. 
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distribution of cross-links. The most fascinating outcome of the high- 
field experiments was the formation of a distribution of cross-links in 
the blend phases, where a soft NR phase varied insignificantly in its 
cross-link density for the entire weathering duration. A strongly cross- 
linked hard SBR phase remained invariant to weathering between 504 
and 988 h. These observations are supported by the similarity in the 
dynamic moduli of the blend at the two durations. Via the inherent 
proton counting feature of NMR, it was established that the blend was 
relatively resistant to weathering compared to its single vulcanizates, 
thus making the blend an ideal choice for long-term applications. 
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